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to account for the nature of the various rules,
norms and regulations originating on the
European level. She makes the case for a broad
Interpretation of 'social' policy arising from
the shifting of, for example, unemployment
sickness and family allocations and other
provisions in employment law from the
national to the European level. Secondly, she
discusses the areas where conflicts have been
arising over the powers transferred by the
Member States and the reach of the com-
petencies of the European Institutions. She
outspokenly defends ECJ decisions, such as
Kalslkas, Francovtch, Pinna (I, II), Pindont and

Paletta. Drawing on a detailed description of
the Impact of these cases and the interpret-
ation of the Treaty, Kuhn succeeds In arguing
for a close, even Inevitable connection be-
tween the development of rules governing the
uninhibited movement of persons, goods,
services and capital on the one hand, and a
correspondingly sophisticated set of social
norms on the other.

It can be argued. In effect that one may not
be had without the other, underlining the
particular quality of the emerging new legal
order (cf. at 311: 'real community of different
states'; also at 3 3 6, with reference to the ECJ's
decision In Costa/E.N.E.L., and in Van Gcnd &

Loos, at 339). 'Europe', characterized by the
intertwining of economic, social cultural and
political structures on various levels, might—
some day — be a vivid sphere of political
deliberation and social justice, both Initiated
and reinforced by European citizens, only If
the right pace Is followed In the consolidation
of an economic and monetary union with that
of a socially sound political texture. Kuhn
notes possible dangers to the unity of Com-
munity Law; in her conclusion, however, her
optimism towards an ongoing effort to pro-
mote continuing Integration prevails. Her
technically detailed study highlight*! the steps
taken by the developing social policy within a
legal framework itself still searching for its full
consolidation.
Institute of Commercial Law, Peer Zwnbansen
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EC law on state aid is a fundamental area of
Community law, both for the public and the
private sector. Its central importance Is paral-
leled by Its great complexity and sometimes
uncertainty. For this reason, a comprehensive
and detailed publication on this subject such
as Evan's EC Law of Stale Aid, cannot but be
welcomed.

The book starts by describing the concept of
state aid under Article 92(1) EC Treaty as well
as the conditions that make it illegal (Chapters
1 and 2). It then examines the compensatory
justification under Article 92(2) and 92(3) EC
Treaty, I.e. the cases where state aid shall or
may be compatible with the common market
(Chapter 3), devoting particular attention to
regional aid, i.e. aid awarded on the basis of
regional criteria (Chapter 4), to sectoral aid,
I.e. aid awarded to certain economic activities
(Chapter 5) and to so-called 'horizontal aid',
i.e. aid directed towards goals that differ from
assistance to particular regions or sectors, for
example, job creation (Chapter 6). Finally, It
deals with the legal sources regulating state
aid and the procedures for the awarding of
state aid (Chapter 7).

The book has various remarkable qualities
and some shortcomings. As for its positive
qualities, it first and foremost relies on accu-
rate and painstaking analysis of the many
sources of EC law on state aid. In particular,
the praxis of the Commission and the rulings
of the EC] are extensively described and
critically assessed. To this extent It Is an
extremely valuable volume for anyone who
already has a background In EC law and
wants to learn the ins and outs of state aid.
Second, the law and its application are ana-
lysed from an economic viewpoint as welL
This is essential in a legal area strictly related
to the common market where a merely formal
approach would not lead to any useful results.
Third, it shows how Community law on state
aid has developed, especially with regard to
the changes of the common market and the
enlargement of the Community. Fourth, EC
law on state aid Is explored in the light of its
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Institutional implications as well as in relation
to other fields of EC law (for example, structur-
al policy or agricultural policy). Finally,
Evan's book is, on the whole, well written and
easy to follow.

In contrast the major defect of Evan's book
is its scarce conceptualization of the analysed
material. Although an over-reliance on theo-
ry rather than on exact findings is a defect
which should be avoided, and this book
certainly and fortunately cannot be accused of
this, a good legal work should not neglect the
theoretical framework. Despite the fact that
Evan's book consists not only of description
but also of critique, such a framework
becomes evident only sporadically through-
out the book and in the conclusions. Second,
although the material Is generally well
organized in the various chapters, a true
introduction is absent and the reader is
abruptly dropped in the midst of the techni-
calities of the law. Moreover, the chapter on
the procedures concerning authorization of
state aid could have been expanded and made
a little clearer. Third, the author regularly
refers to the opinion of the Advocate General,
but only sometimes specifies whether the ECJ
has followed It Finally, there are a couple of
debatable points. For example, in the intro-
ductory analysis of Article 92 EC Treaty
exegetic conclusions are drawn from the use
of the term 'promote' (Article 92(3)(a)) rather
than 'facilitate' (Article 92(3)(c)) without
considering the fact that such a difference
does not exist in the German version of the
Treaty and that according to Article 248 EC
Treaty and Article S EU Treaty all linguistic
versions are equally authentic (at 16).
Another example: in the analysis of the con-
dition of distortion of competition under Arti-
cle 92(1) EC Treaty, the statement that the
application of the de minimus rule in the state
aid field may be seen as incorporating the
subsidiarity principle of Article 3b EC Treaty
seems very questionable, especially since this
concept is not even briefly treated (at 99).
Finally, from a layout perspective, the place-
ment of some footnotes next to each other,
rather than one beneath the other, is neither
elegant nor clear.

State aid is an area of EC law that will
probably continue to develop in the years to
come. The future accession of some Eastern
European countries and the probable non-
expansion of the Community structural funds
will increase the significance of state aid and
at least partially modify its practice. At the
same time, there are sectors such as banking
that have been the object of decisions of the
Commission on state aid only in the very
recent past For these reasons, one can expect
that an updated version of Evan's book will
soon become necessary. This will give the
author an opportunity to develop a more
thorough theoretical framework and amend
the few flaws of this very Interesting and
valuable work.
University of Heidelberg Luigl Malferrari
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Are we moving toward a universal ethical
code to guide lawyers engaged in inter-
national law practice? This book tries to
answer 'yes', but in the final score — perhaps
because the volume is a conference compen-
dium — it falls to leave this reader with much
confidence that the complex particularities of
different national practices can be resolved in
one coherent whole.

This text is one of the first explorations Into
the most common ethical and practice-related
problems. Its genesis was a 1991 Conference
on the Internationalization of the Practice of
Law, held at the Stein Institute of Law and
Ethics at Fordham University School of Law.

The major themes in the text are organized
around three 'pillars' of ethical behaviour
i) the duty of loyalty (In American terms,
conflicts of interest); ii) the duty of
confidentiality (attorney-client privilege):
iii) the duty of competence (a particularly
complex area when attorneys hold them-
selves out as qualified in an international




